A DAILY DOSE OF MOEMS®

MOEMS PROBLEMS TO CHALLENGE YOUR MATHLETES WHILE AWAY FROM SCHOOL

Do you think your mathletes might be looking for some enriching and challenging problems to spend some time on while on their hiatus from their brick and mortar building? If so, check this out!

MOEMS® will be posting two problems each day from our vault of Tournament questions. Answers to those questions will appear the following day, along with two new problems. Not only will your kids’ brains stay sharp, but these problems may be fun for the whole family to explore together.

How do they get involved? If you are willing to mail these out to your MOEMS-kids, just send us an email request with “Daily Dose” in the subject line. That’s all it takes to get you the entire set of problems delivered to your email for distributing to your students via their individual emails.